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AbStract
The report presents background information on the rocket-triggered lightning
project at Kennedy Space Canter CKSC), a summary of the forecasting problem
there, the facilities and equipment available for undertaking field experi-
ments at KSC, previous research activity performed, a description of the at-
mospheric science field laboratory near Mosquito Lagoon on the KSC complex,
mst/xx_ of data acquisition, and present results. New sources of data for the
1990 field experiment include measuring the elec+_ric field in the lower few
feet of the atmosphere by suspending field measuring devices belc_ a
tethered balloon, and measuring the electric field intensity in clouds and in
the atmosphere with aircraft. The latter progrmn began in July of 1990. The
report also lists future prospects for both triggared lightning and forest
fire research at KSC.
m===y
Kennedy Spaoe Center G_gC) is the center for and its operations the focus of
the world's most exacting single-point, short-ranq8 wsather forecasting prob-
lems. Thunderstorms, with lightning, ha/l, strong winds, and possibly torna-
does, represent the greatest hazard at KSC.
The present Atm_sp__ric Science Research Laboratory program at KSC includes
ground and a/rborne electric field measuring _s (field mills); a
ground-based radar; numerical models; rocket trigqemed lightning experimants;
and conventional, fairly dense network of reporting stations and rain gages.
t_en available, KSC will add a high-resolution wind profiler now being devel-
oped at Marshall Space Flight Center.
KSC recognizes the critical nature of smaller scale weather |_hencmenon in the
forecasting prablem addressed, i.e. short-period, precise, local weather
fo_s. No other group has ever attempted to forecast on a routine basis
the weather events KSC des_ to predict. KSC will first attempt to /reprove
the general understanding of smaller scale weather phencm_na. The research
project coordinates actions of disparate groups in collecting and analyz'Lng
heterogeneous data, and in integrating results into a real-time data display
system.
Some significant prQblem areas: Most of the individual research efforts take
place without adequate coordination with either KSC or the other cooperating
groups, diluting the effort and rendering it ineffective. KSC must foroe the
research program into a unified effort, dsmanding top KSC management support,
which the program does not now enjoy. Devising a reliable operational fore-
casting method may take many years and oonsiderable effort from KSC, other
government w_ather-fo_ing units, and academia.
Work on lightning-kindled forest fires began at KSC last year, at my initia-
tion, and will continue.
v
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IThe goal of the rocket-triggered lightning program (BTLP) at Kennedy Space
Center (KSC) is to permit more flexibility in the launch criteria, %4%ich, as
will be mentioned shortly, currently restricts laundh operations greatly.
Better lightning foxing would allow more launches without any higher
risk to personnel or equipment. _, better forecasts require better
knowledge and understanding of the phenomena itself, and that is the ob_ct
of the rocket-trigg_xed lightning field experiments at KSC.
The lightning program at KSC began in the 1960's, _hen the National Aeronau-
tics and Spaoe Administration 0qASA) began building taller structures on the
Center. Lightning strikes to Apollo 12 and, more reoantly, to an Atlas-
Centaur rocket (in 1987), resulting in destruction of both the rocket and
its payload, gave rise to added researc/% to understand lightning better. KSC
used their own employees, as well as cooperated with academic institutions
and private ccmpanies in developing its lightning program. The present pro-
gram includes ground and airborne electric field measuring instruments (field
mills), radar, _znerical models, rocket triggered lightning experiments, and
_tional mesometeorological network of reporting static_s and raingages.
The present launch criteria at KSC is very ccr__rvati%,_ as far as lightning
potential is concerned, primarily because of our inadequate knowledge of the
following factors: (I) How and under what conditions will aerospace _hicles
trigger lighting in electrified clouds; (2) _hat distance lightning can
_I from source to strike object (the aerospace vehicle); and (3) The
location and extent of charge souroes within clouds for natural and triggered
ligthtning. Using lightning simulators and triggering lightning with small
sounding rockets can help us determine the vulnerability of facilities and
flight v_hicles to the effects of direct and indirect lightning strikes.
Most of the individual rsseard% efforts by the _arious participating groins
take place without coordinatic_ with either KSC or the other coqDerating
groups. KSC needs to integrate the entire research progz-am into a unified
program. Mb_, KSC needs to use the results and techniques developed for
its day-to-day operations. Additionally, the limited meteorological expertise
at KSC has hampered the research effort, requiring KSC to rely heavily om
outside personnel and equipment for this reseammh.
Numerous disparate groups and organizations hav_ scme expertise in various
aspects of thunderstorm and lightning l_henumena. Railroads know about light-
nlng's ability to travel long distanoes along rail tracks, and to cause
damage far from the original strike. Electric power _es also know how
lightning txavels through its conductors to damage equipment far from the
thunderstorm producing the lightning. They also know lightning can couple in-
to lines not originally struck by lightning. Airlines and the military know
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lightning strikes aircraft both in the air and on the ground, and that air-
craft can trigger lightning flashes even far from a _storm cloud. Radio
and television stations, as well as telephone c_Danies know lightning can
strike their to__rs and disrupt their tranmnissions and oommunications. It
also couples into their equipment. Boaters, anglers, and golfers, among many
others, know their recreational equipment (rods, masts, golf clubs) may serve
as conductors for lightning strikes-_pazticularly newer _te materials in
rods, masts, and club shafts.
1.2 _ Li_ _ _AT _ _g
KSC is the center for and its operations the focus of the world's most crit-
ical single-point, short-range weather forecasting problems. Many operations
at KSC are extremely vulmez-able to _ather, usually in such novel ways that
the forecasting problem has no counterpart in any other realm. The forecaster
must develop their own experience at KSC, they cannot rely ca any experience
gained elsewhere to help them with unique KSC forecasting problems.
The special nature of _ather at KSC, as well as extremely high economic and
human costs if KSC launches (and therefore missions) fail leads to very pre-
cise forecasting criteria with extremely little margin for error. KSC sucoess
or failure also impacts directly and significantly on national and interna-
tional opinion of United States' spaoe effort and expertise. KSC failures
draw considerable national and international attention! Thunderstorms, with
lightning, hail, strong winds, and possibly tornadoes, represent the greatest
hazard at KSC.
In its approach to forecasting extreme weather, KSC r_x_/zes the critical
nature of smaller scale weather features and _hencmenon (n_soscale crmpon-
ents) on the problem _sed: short-period, precise, local weather fore-
casts. Even the exoellent world-wide _sather data available through MIDDS
cannot by itself make the loc_l weather forecasting problem easier. KSC plans
to integrate weather data from satellites, radar, its own local mesonetwork
of weather stations, regional _ather stations, and data on local lightning
strike into the foxing technique. _ available, KSC will add a high-
resolution wind profiler (now being dev_loped at NASA Marshall Space Flight
Center [_SFC] ).
Other data for the w_ather forecasting scheme envisioned include d_al-doppler
radar, h_XTRAD at Melbourne, Florida; ground- and airborne electric field
measurements from KSC_ted sites; and local lightning-locating data. If
at all possible, KSC envisions using its rocket-trig_ lightning data into
an operational forecasting technique. Since no one, to our knc_-ledge, has
ever attempted to fomecast on a routine basis the w_ather events KSC desires
to predict, we can only describe the forecasting as experimental. Devising a
reliable operational foxing method may take many years and considerable
effort from KSC, other governmemt weather-forecasting units, and academia.
The approach KSC will take will first attempt to improve our understanding of
_ler scale (mesoscale) weat__r _henumena. Only when _ obtain an adequate
knowledge of the systems we wish to forecast can we confidently try to pre-
dict that _henomenon. This approach requires, however, the close coordination
and cooperation of disparate, heterogeneou_ data, and its integration into a
real-time _referably interacti_) data display system. The forecasting prob-
lem will also almost require such a technique, because KSC must forecast
weather events lasting less than one minute, thus requiring almost instant-
aneous data collection and display. This requi_ may not be unique (air-
ports would also like to have this capability), but the economic and polit-
ical costs of delays and wrong decisions at KSC are much, much higher than
anywhere else.
1.3.1 _ INVESTI_ _ND _ _. The rocket-triggexed light-
ning research at KSC involves a _ of different research groups from
institutes. They are also working on different, but complimentary,
research projects.
The Centre d'Etudes Nucelaires de Grenoble (C_k_3), from _le, Franoe has
twD p_ at KSC. Their work encompasses laund%Lng the rockets to trigger
lightning as well as experimental study of the electrostatic fields required
for aerospace vehicles to trigger lightning. These two pro_cts will oontinue
at a reduced level during 1990.
The C_25G project to launch rockets to trigger lightning also has two parts.
The first part is, obviously, to trigger lightning, thus bringing lightning
strikes down the conductor trailing behind the rocket to a known location for
further study. The second part is to launch instrumented rockets to obtain a
fast vertical profile of the electrical fields existing in the armor.
The French use twD types of rockets, one to reach heights of about 1 kilo-
meter, the other, a Might Mouse rocket, to reach 7 km height. These rocket-
derived electric field profiles are then verified by o_parison with measure-
ments taken by a series of field mills attached to the tether of an aerostat,
as illustrated schem_tically in figure i.I on the following page. The goal of
this second part of this project is to develop a method for taking accurate
vertical electric field strength profiles in storm conditions, _hen the
atmospheric electric fields fluctuate rapidly.
The second French project is to study the electrostatic fields that exist at
the beginning and ending of electric storms, as the fields oscillate more at
those times. The method is to launch a sounding rocket to measure the elec-
tric field profile, followed a few seconds later by a rocket designed to
trigger a lightning strike. The second rocket trails a copper wire designed
to represent the conductive body and _ exhaust gasses of the aerospaoe
vehicle it simulates. The experiements conlDare theoretical conoepts with the
results of rocket-borne and ground-based magnetic and electric fields, strike
current, and flash luminositiy. _ object is to understand and then ultim-
ately to predict the triggered lightning process, which will allow KSC to
develop more accurate warning criteria and measuring tec_E_ques. A further
objective is to measure lightning strike way, forms in order to allow more
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accurate simulation of lightning strikes. This will let personnel test the
vulnerability of v_hicles and associated equipment and facilities prior to
their use. V
V
Figure I-I: The 1990 Rocket Trig_3emed Lightning Project schematic
identifying equipment and showing their relative locatic_ to each
other. (For location of the KTIP, refer to _ I-2 .)
Sandia National Laboratories will test the response of aerospace structural
materials such as aluminum, titanium, and copper to direct lightning strikes,
both natural and triggered. As with part of the French project, the results
will also be used to characterize the waveform of lightning strikes for
simulations purposes. This project, because it intends to characterize nat-
ural as well as triggered lightning, will use a portable launch system for
triggered lightr_g.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology wil! use microwave radar to measure the
plasma temperature of the lightning channel for the triggered lightning
strokes. This projects aims at improving our knowledge of the thermodynamics
and energetics of lightning discharge.
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Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University and the University of Mississippi plan
to collaborate on a balloon-tethered field mill experiment above vegetation.
This program hopes to understand the shielding effect of low-l_ space
charge produced by corona discharge from the vegetation, which will help
interpret ground-based field measurenents in relation to fields aloft. This
group will ompare their measurments with those of the French and the air-
borne field mill meam/rements by the Air Force.
Other groups will analyse streak camera images of lightning strikes to help
in defining the structure of the strike channel, and measure the ozone and
nitrogen produced by the strikes.
1.3.2 _4E A_4D_IC _ FIELD _ (ASFL) _ AND BQUIP-
MENT. Kennedy Space Center (KSC) lies in a region of the United States with
one of the highest frequencies of thunderstorms and lightning activity.
Figure 1-2 shows the location of the ASFL and some other sites used for the
Rocket-Triggered Lightning Project (RTIP). UCS I0 and UCS II refer to the lo-
cation of unmanned camera sites used to record launches. The headquarters
building (HQ Bldg) and launch complex 47 (CX 47) are also shown.
N
Figure 1-2: Selected site locations used for the 1990 Rocket-
Triggerd Lightning Project and their relation to other points on
_n_y s_ce center.
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KSC operatlans involve some _ expensiv_ equipment (the Shuttle, satel-
lites, and launch vehicles) subject to critical and exacting t/me schedules.
At the same time, launch support equipment such as towers, antennae, above
ground and buried cable, are subject to damage or interruptian of their func-
tion and use from lightning strikes. This oumbinaticn of ccr_titicns make
lightning both a hazard to and a significant factor in sucoess or failure of
KSC c_erations. As a result, KSC has been involved in and _ed extensive
lightning studies for more than two decades. These studies invol_sd d_cac-
terizing lightning flashes, devising methods of protecting equ/pment from
lightning strikes, and way s to locate and predict lightning and thunder-
storms. Since the early 1980's, KSC, in o0njuncticm with other
organizations, private c_panies, and uni__rsities, has intensified its
studies of thunderstorm and lightning _.
KSC and the Eastern Space Missile Center _) weather grot_ delve into
thunderstorm and lightning forecasting, as wall as devising methods of pre-
dicting other significant, _se, or severe w_ather events (e.g. freezing
precipitation, for, icing, or strong or gusty winds). The cumbinatioa of KSC
and Egg: hav_ developed one of the finest facilities for forecasting short-
range weather events. The KSC/ESg: facilities include %_ather satellite and
radar data, a mesoscale weather observation netwprk (more than fifty sta-
tions), and the M_teorological Interactiv_ Data Display System _IDDS) which
supplies world-wide meteorological data and soundir_j_. The KSC also uses a
t_ balloon for researd% on thunderstorms and lightning, and may be
able to include this in future forecasting tectm/ques.
KSC and E_4C wish to create and operate an advanced w_ather support and fore-
casting system in order to reduce the weather-related hindrances to KSC oper-
ations. _ KSC program also plans to transfer to other _sather forecasting
units (such as the US Air Force or the National Weather Servioe) the technol-
and knowled gaL d
The Federal Aviation A_ninistration (FAA), Air Forc_ Wright Aeronautical
Laboratories ¢AF_iL), and the US Naval Research Laboratory _) are among
the _ groins Int_ed in lightning studies at _. KSC and other
groups are interested in (1) characterization of lightning hazards to KSC
operations, to oumm_cations, to power distribution, and to command and
control systems; (2) remote li_ detecticm; and (3) understanding the
"_ and demise" of thunderstorms. In addition, certain grot_ms within the
_t are interested in using lightning strikes to simulate the electro-
magnetic pulse _MP) nuclear weapon bursts might send out.
After learning more about lighting and its effects on air- and spacecraft,
KSC w_uld like tc transfer the tedmiques and knowledge gained from its
studies to operational foxing and to academic institutions training
w_ather forecasters. This should ensure qualified forecasters for future
operations.
_0
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1.4 _ K_JISITICN
Items _igated in KSC lightning and thunderstorm studies include static
and field charges using electric field measurements in and around KSC; loc-
ating and counting lightning discharges (cloud-to-ground strikes, main/y)
within 200 miles of KSC; radar data fram the KSC region; surface wind data
using a mesoscale network of measuring stations within about 50 miles of KSC;
electric and magnetic fields and lightning current _s from the KSC
area; and other meteorological data obta/ned frcm local, regional, and na-
tional sources. These data will, _fully, be integrated into a forecasting
method and applied to improving short-term w_ather forecasting and v_rifica-
tion of numerical weather forecasting, and to evaluating lightning warning
The Maxwell current and its c_s with t/me may help researchers under-
stand when thunderstorms begin ("turn on") and when they quit ("turn off").
Maxw_ll current may thus ultimately lead to an approx/mate threshold for im-
pending lightn/ng strikes. (Lightning and its aocampanying thunder define a
thunderstorm; without these two phencmsna, the event is merely a rain- or
hailshower. )
Photo analysis of lightning may be used to quantify several _ers, such
as size and shape of strokes. Streak images yield stroke propagation speed.
Photography on calibrated film can determine flash ltm_nosity. If l%_ninosity
is a function of current, then we can measure lightning current directly.
Further, time resolved lightning spectra would then yield electron tempera-
ture in the lightning channel. Phot_c images can be analyzed by video
densitcmeters, if digitized, or ccr_anticr_ densitameters if not.
The program at KSC is the first program to measure all parameters (electric
and magnetic field, current, electron temperature in the lightning pla_na,
luminosity, spatial orientation, and stroke prupagation speed) at the same
time, thus allc_ing case studies to test theoretical and _ical models of
lightning behavior.
Kennedy Space Center fKSC) reoeives wind, temperature, and h_nidity observa-
tions from a network of over 50 instrumented towars ca__ring an area about 53
by 57 km (about 1600 square kilcmeters) as _ in Watson et _. (1987).
Mbst wind inst_s have been mounted on top of standard 54-foot tall
tele_xzne poles, and set to record wind data at five-minute intervals.
in use during the KTIP, data frcm this network is rt_orded on ccmputer tape
and used in mesoanalyses of thunderstorm and lightning case studies.
A network of five direction-finding staticrm _ KSC locate negative
lightning flashes (where earth is positive relative to cloud). A paper by
Lopez and Holle (1986) describe this lightning _icn-finding method.
A United States Air Force WSR-74C radar located at Patrick AFB, approximately
30 km SSE of KSC, supplies data at five-minute intervals. A Weather Bureau
radar at Daytona Beach, about i00 km _ of KSC, also supplies radar /magery
at irregular intervals. The Lightning Location and Protection, Inc, (LLP)
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Integrated Storm Informatic_ System (ISIS), which records negative lightning
flash information as well as Daytona Beach radar information, is out of
operation for the 1990 RTLP season. When it operates, this ISiS equipment is
located at the Range Control building on Cape Canaveral Air Force Station.
Until it returns to servioe, the national lightning location system, operated
this year by Sandia National Laboratories, prc_ides similar data.
Lightning triggered when small rockets trailing a ccr_uctive wire behind them
(rocket-triggered lightning, _) are launched near active thunderstorms pro-
vide _ advantages for scientific study of lightn/ng. First, lightning
occurs at a pre-defined plaoe and at a pre-determined time. This allows the
researchers to measure parameters seldum--and then only with extreme diffi-
culty-_ in the natural atmo_. Secondly, it allows a detailed
look at the very long "leader" strikes propagating into un-ionized air, close
to the oonditic_s prevailing in an unmodified envircrm_nt. Both of these ad-
vantages help researchers _x_rstanding li_ing leaders, thus understand
lightning itself better--and, more importantly, that triggered by aerospace
vehicles traversing that region of the atmosphere.
Suspending an isolated metallic object (a cylinder about eight feet long and
two feet in diameter) below a t_ balloon as a lightning strike object
(LSO) my also simulate an aerospace vehicle-triggered lightning _%TL) ob-
ject. Lightning flash leaders observed and measured during such strikes will
provide data for oumparison with prior observations, hopefully to verify or
refute the bi-directional ATL model _nly proposed. The series of field
mills suspended along the tether cable provides electric field _s
around the LSO. This experLTe_tal set-up also allows negative leader current
to be measured at the LSO site, possibly permitting return-stroke current
measurements at ground and higher levels at the same time. Streak _ and
conventional photography record visual imagery for later quantitative study.
Data taken both over land and over water allows similarities and differences
to be observed and measured. Rocket launches over water represent a '_urer"
el_ic lightning signature, sinoe there is no distortion of the signal from
the ground or support equ/pment around the launch pad. The 1990 RTLP includes
launches from land and water RTLS; my proposal is to launch from each site
alternately, or from each at short intervals, i.e. quasi-simultaneously.
Other sensors include mi_s to record the sound of _, to ocmpli-
ment the i_%oto-recorded lightning flashes; and _ sensors in the ground,
which are correlated with negative cloud-ground potential.
L_
V
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2.1 U_E MwmrDs _ DA_ _C_ES_
The 1990 rocket-trig_ lightning strike research season envisions record-
ing positive lightning strike data as well as negative, using a system dev-
eloped by the State University of New York at Albany (SUNYA). The _ sys-
tem uses satellite data to provide actual lightning strike location data.
Simultaneously, rockets carrying _al electric field measuring instruments
("field mills") will be launched to obtain electric field strength data up
7000m altitude.
KSC will also suspend field mills at intervals along a cable attached to a
tethered balloon located near the rocket launch site. This will supply a ver-
tical sounding of electric field strength near the triggering site, important
data presently missing. Frcm four to six field mills located along the teth-
ering cable will supply field strength at heights up to approximately 1200 m
above the ground. This arrangement is shown in figure I-i on a previous page,
but repeated here as figure 2-1 for the reader's convenience.
\ MOSOUITO bAGOON
Figure 2-1: The 1990 Rocket Triggered Lightning Site schematic
identifying equipment and showing their relative location to each
other. (For location of the RTLP, refer back to figure 1-2.)
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2.2 _ FRDM 1990 FIELD
2.2.1 _ _ I_Er_4D_. Prior to beginning the 1990 field experiment
at the RDcket-Triggered Launch Site (RTLS), KSC had to revise the operating
procedures. This delayed the field experlmerfcs; ccr_ly, the program had
gathered little lightning strike or fire initiation data prior to my depar-
ture. This report thus presents results of priliminary case studies for 5
June and 3 July 1990, wh/ch I undertook during July.
Another problem, as in 1989, conoerned the lightning strike display system,
ISIS, which quit functicrdng entirely in 1990. The ISIS should record both
lightning strike location and radar return, and is used both to deduoe the
_hysical relationship between the lightning strike and the parent thunder-
storm, and to locate sites of fire initiation. Likewise, as in 1989, the
French contingent from Grnoble delayed their arrival by about ten days. Sinoe
they actually run the RTLS, launch the triggering rockets, and gather data,
their delay pushed the start of operational rocket launches hack still more.
All RTLP equipment and personnel appeared to be ready for the first rocket
launch only on July 31st. Unfortunately, for a number of days thereafter,
weather oonditions did not produce lightning at the launch site on Mosquito
Lagoon.
2.2.2 _ WITH fDC_DIS_KTI_ _ _GN. With nearly a dozen groups
cooperating in the lightning project, occasional lack of coordination seem
Lnevitable. In my view, this need not happen at all. Every group should have
been adequately informed of their role in the project and how they ware to
support every other group. Unfortunately, this certainly did not happen in
the case of the Cape Canaveral Air Foroe Base weather station and its per-
scrmel. I called them a _ of times between July 6th and July 31st,
requesting data for the storm development on the afternoon of July 3rd. To
their credit, they sent me data for 12UT July 3rd (figure 2-5), but never for
00UT July 4th, a time closer to actual storm development around 20UT. On each
occasion of telephoning the w_ather station, I seemed to talk to someone new,
who did not know anything about my previous requests. The two civilian
employees prcmised to take care of my request (handling such requests appar-
ently is part of their job), but they fa/led to do so. One apparantly became
ill, the other _parently merely did not do the job. Finally, after at least
a dozen tele_ calls, I was informed on August 1st that the wsather
station only keeps plotted d%arts and maps for two weeks, and the data for
July 4th had been destroyed. As a result, I cannot include this information
in this report.
KSC should improve its coordination with support units such as the %_ather
station to improve oooperation in the RTLP.
2.2.3 L_SING A "STC_MBOCE_E ''TO _ _ _SKI_Em_STCmM _ EL"4X_K_P_R_T. Bill
Jafferis asked me to study the feasibility of using the commercially avail-
able Stormscope as an initial indicator of lightning. The idea of using a
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Stromscope as a preliminary indicator of thunderstorm activity has merit:
Sites without acoess to the more elaborate lightning detector data or radar
could_ with help of the Strcmsoope, get a general indication of lightning
activity and direction, even if the Stormscope does not indicate distanoe to
the flash accurately. Further, the Stormscope is relatively inexpensive, has
been used in aircraft for many ysars, and indicates both positively and nega-
_v_y _ lightn_g _okes.
AS requested, I studied Stormsoope displays and compared them with radar
returns and the ISIS lightning indicating system. KSC perscwmel had recorded
displays of all ir_f_me_ts _ kequ/pment on June 5th, and I looked at all
three displays taken from those videotapes. Mg study ccnf/rmed the impressic_
that the Stomnscope indicated direction to li_ning activity, but the dist-
ance was not aocurate. As a resuit, I concluded that a _ located at
selected sites would be a good alternative to installing expensive equipment,
or running electrical cables to those sites in an effort to remote the data
from other locations to these users. Moreover, since Stormsccpes display both
positive and negati_ lightning di_, they can pick up developing and
newly developed storms better than the ISIS. This makes the Stormscope a
good, reasonably priced, readily available system for use in locating new
thunderstorm activity.
2.2.4 SK_ME _ _ FR_4 _ 1990 FIELD l_m_mNT. Due to delays
outlined above, coupled with my departure August 7th, this report gives only
a few preliminary results from the 1990 field experiment. AS noted above, I
studied the storm develqument occurring on 5 June and 3 July 1990, as some
interesting new ston_ dav_oped on those days.
From July 10th through at least August 6th (and possibly oc_tinuing for at
least another two weeks after my departure), KSC hosted m/Iti_rty airborne
field mill flights almost daily. During these nearly two dozen flights, Air
Force and other parties _ the electric field at various altitudes,
both in and out of stratus, cirrus, and cumulus cloud, and corm_ated them
with surface and tethered field mill m_um_-_msnts. The purpose was to be able
to extrapolate field mill _s taken during operational RILP launches
to higher altitudes, i.e. to be able to extend the electric field readings
taken from tethered field mills and those measured by small rockets (attain-
ing helg_ts of about 7000m) to the top of the thunderstorm cloud, whirl% often
attain altitudes of at least 15,000m. The aircraft measured typically IkV/m
to 2kV/m outside clouds, and also inside stratus or dissipating cumulus
clouds. The instrumsnts also recorded up to 60kV/m inside active cumulus and
cumulcrdmbus clouds, and gsnerally noted turbulence, precipitation, and often
icing along with higher field strengths. AS of August Ist, no operational
rocket launches have _arified these f'_gs.
2-2, 2-3, and 2-4 show, respectively, an interesting satellite image,
the correspanding radar return, and two so, dings for June 5th, 1990. AS all
the imagery, (satellite, radar, and lightning location) ware taken as single
frames from videotape of the mc_itor displays, the reproductic_ quality is
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poor_ and I have not included all of the satellite or radar data, nor any of
the lightning strike data, in this report. For those _ho might have an inter-
est, original /magus are available frum Bill Jafferis, DL-ESS-22, HQ Bu/id-
ing, Kennedy Spaoe Center, FL 32899.
Figure 2-2 shows GOES 7 satellite _ from 2031 UT, June 5, 1990. It in-
dicates the ard% of clouds (denoted by "A") fozmed by the _ outflow
from dissipating _om "B" forcing moist air to r_se, NeW.__ devel-
qumsnt (,C") on this ard_ may be the result of interaction _ th_ out-
flow from _S_ and thunderstom "C," since that thur_ston.. _!i appeared
(from previous _not _here)to be _tuwaids_th_ south, New
cells '_)" and '_" forming _ of dissipating _sto_i_, _ _ to be
_=veloping al_ a mesoscale boundary _ moist and drier i_I_ .air...
This apparen_ boundary is marked by a wsdge-shaped_ region of _u8 clouds
extending from _ uste_ edge of Tampa Bay to o911 '_' on. _ E__sl;._
of Florida. _e o_rsh_ing tops on thunderston_ qe!!8 "D" and. "F, "_i;Kii'.ca-
the eastern coast of Florida shows _p as a _ of clc_. (_ "G") just
inland of the coast.
Fig_ 2-3 shows the radar z_turns for 2029 u_i_ time _), _ _es
prior to figm_ 2-2. Thunderstom oells "D," "E," and "F" can be c!early
seen, as w_ll as another storms cell north of "E." This _ echo a_ren_ tly
CO_ to a feature hidden b_. _ debris in _ 2-2. Other _-
storm cells visible in satellite _ are _ the 60n._. _ riange
selected in this example.
Figuz_ 2-4 shows two _ (taken _ 1015 _ _05_ UT) plotted On. the
sams Skew T-Log P diagram the U.S. Air Foro_ no_ly _. _ of
temperature slope up to the right ("skew-T"), _!e _ !oga_itbm of atmos-
pheric pressure decreases upward ("log-P"),. _ temperat_ trace is the
solid irregular _, and the _ point temlperatur_ As the dasb4_d irregular
_=w. Lines of eq_a_ moisture, not l_b-led, _ _ _ _ral_ht lines
sloping up to the right S_swhat more steeply _ t_mpe_atur_ !_. The
solid lines which _pear to _ as they slope up to th_ !eft 4_note the
atmos_ would _ience, while the four _ !_r_es curving up to the
left denote the temperature _ with pressure that risin_ s_turated air
would experlenom. To_ with the temperature ar_ _ point tr_oes,
sets of lines can be used to evaluate static stability of th_ atmosphere,
potential for thunderstorm formation, and estimated _storm c_! _ight.
The final items depicted _ short barbs indicating _ _!_n and speed,
plotted along the right margin. The length of the I_ _ _r_i.'cates
relative wind speed (the actual value is g_ven to its right, in _s), and
the orientation of the line indicates _s _ion c/_ from_ true
north. Most _ directions lie _ _ and. no rt/Am_ i_ this case.
2-5 and 2-6 show w_ather facsimile _s for July 3rd,
to the poor quality of other images available, and lack of data
times, I have not included any in this report.
1990. Due
for other
Figure 2.5 shows the weather analyses for the 200 _, 500 (B), 700 (O, and
850mbar (D) levels for 12:00 UT, July 3, 1990. Light lines in earl% map denote
height contours on the pressure surface, which correspond to lines of cca-
stant pressure (isobars) c_ a surface analysis. Centers of high height con-
tours are marked "_" those of lower contours "L." The heavy _mm_s emanating
out from low oenters depict troughs, while heavy wavy lines from highs denote
ridges. Isotherms are dashed. The jet stream is ahaded on the 200mbar map.
Figure 2-6 shows a locally produced surface weather map for 12:00 UT, July 3,
1990. A low pressure center lies along the eastern Florida coast, midway
between Miami and KSC at this time. The troughs (marked "TroF') radiating
outward from this low pressure center induoed _ce, which, when osm-
b/ned with the sea-breeze convergence later in the day, gave rise to thunder-
storm devmlopmex_. The outflow fram one Of these storms forced new storm cell
development ahead of the original storm. This new thunderstorm passed
Titusville, producing considerable lightning and rain. (The data, charts, and
for this case cannot be shown or included in this report, because the
original data was not recorded, and the maps were destroyed, as noted previ-
ously. _, I noted the development with my own eyes, as I was physically
present in the Technology Transfer Unit (T_J) on that afternoon and watched
this storm dev_lqo on radar and through satellite imagery and the _oe
indicated by the mesoscale wind network around KSC.)
-=
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Figure 2-2: GOES 7 satellite imagery from 2031 _, June 5, 1990,
showing the outflow arch (/%)frcm a dissipating thunderstorm (B),
new cell developmeD,t (C) on _s arch, and new cells (D) and (E)
forming on the upwind side of storm (_, _long _ me_oscale bound-
ary between moist and drier low-level air.
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Figure 2-3: Radar return for 2029 LIT, June 5, 1990, for the Ken-
ned Space Center. Range is _ na_ical miles. Lighter areas with-
in darker radar echos indicate higher radar reflectivity.
k.i
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Figure 2-4: Tesperature, moisture, and wind soundings for Kennedy
Spaoe Center for 1015 and 1205 UT, June 5, 1990. The two sound-
ings have been inadvertently plotted on top of each other.
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Figure 2.5: Analyses of 200 (/W, 500 (B), 700 (Q, and 850mbar (D) levels for
12:00 UT, July 3, 1990. Light lines denote contours of height of the_pressure
surface; heavy curves depict trought, while heavy wavy lines denote ridges.
Centers of high height contours are marked "Hi " those of lower contours "L."
Isotherms are dashed. The jet stream is shaded on the 200mbar map.
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Figure 2-6: Locally produced surface weather map for 12:00 UT, July 3,
1990. A low pressure center lies along the eastern Florida coast, mid-
way between Miami and KSC at this time. The troughs ("Trof") radiating
outward from this low pressure center induced convergence, whic/T, when
combined with the sea-breeze co_oe later in the day, gave rise to
thunderstorm development near Titusville about 19:00 UT.
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2.3 LI_TIWING-KI_DIJ_9 FIRES IN _ _S
The plan was to place piles of toothpicks, I/4-inch, i/2-inch, and 1-inch
wood dowels; kindling sawn from i/4-inch plywood, l-by-l's, and 2-by-2's; and
ultimately actual examples of local plants collected with the help and per-
mission of the Fish and Wildlife Service at the launch site to see which ones
ignite. KSC also intends to measure the current in each strike. The idea of
using well defLned sizes of wood is to achieve reproducible results. Again,
no results have been obtained due to paucity of triggered lightning.
Kennedy Space Center personnel involved in the lightning project are to lay
this kindling near the launch site and record the results. They are to
forward the data to me for my analysis and interpretation.
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The current system for forecasting tl'amc__rstom location and lightning strike
location uses a composite tedmzique including maximum radar reflectivity of
thunderstorm cells; rate of change in radar reflectivity; gradient of radar
reflectivity; location, number, and frequency of negative lightning strikes;
surface wind _ce; and surface wind pattern. (Surface wind pattern
typically varies with stage of thunderstorm _qumsnt. See Byers and Braham
[1949] or Watson et_. [1989])
As Shuttle and other launches become scheduled more frequently, KSC opera-
tions become less tolerant of delays. Thus, KSC forecasters need to identify
more low-risk launch window, requiring improved forecasting of weather events
such as triggered lightning, wind shear, and turbulence with accuracy and
timeliness unique to spaoe programs. Mmasur_Tents of electric fields, for
example, have not yet been included in the forecasting process for triggered
lightning. Mbreover, many critical _ather factors cannot even be measured
directly; the forecasters infer their value from their relationship to other
 ers they  sure.
Launch safety needs both accurate current %_ather data and forecasts for two
hours or less. Gbservations limit the accuracy and quality of forecasts, par-
ticularly c_ this short-term forecasting, or nowcasting, t/me scale. KSC
must improve its observations, including new instrtm_ntation and measuring
systems, to improve operational forecasts.
New instrumentation is no panacea, _. New instruments improve detec-
tion, not necessarily forecasting. Forecasting methods use the data available
when those methods were developed. KSC needs to modify forecasting methods
and tedzniques to include new data sources. Displays for lightning detection
networks and new instruments to detect in-cloud and cloud-to-cloud lightning,
for example, should be incorporated into KSC weather forecasting. Likewise,
local weather analysis and forecasting techniques specific to KSC need to be
developed. KSC should also de_.lop an interactive, computer-aided wsather
decision_aking system, and possibly numerical 1_ather prediction models
specific to KSC operations.
Local _ce of surfaoe winds still induce thunderstorm formation at
KSC. Byers and Rodebush (1948) and Byers and Braham (1949) suggested this
cause, and many later experiments and studies supported them. The cc_para-
tivsly dense network of surface wind measurements at KSC allow use of local
_ce for short-period forec_asting. In particular, the forecaster must
locate and follow the movements of the sea breeze, as it ckmdmates all other
ccrn_xgence foroes in and around KSC. A proposed, new prediction met/xxl (not
yet completed) is to write c_er programs to calculate and plot conver-
gence over several sub-areas within the KSC research area (fig. 1-2), and to
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locate lines and regions of oonvergence within the same area. Breaking the
KSC research area down into four or nine smaller regions, or sub-areas,
should be _e. Watson and Blanchard (1984) noted that smaller areas pro-
vide reasonably good predictions of thunderstozm develqument using average
ccr__rg_noe data, but Watson et _. (1989) noted that larger cries do not,
sino8 the av_aging prooess dilutes the _ (large on a small scale)
%_8n _ over an area as large as the KSC researdl area. My proposal to
break the KSC area ck_n into smaller units for autumatic oanvergenoe cumputa-
tion would solve the apparent dilution problem.
Surface _ce does not, of course, take into _ any dynamic pro-
cesses occurring higher in the atmosphere. _e MIDDS provides upper-lev_l
information. By writing programs to analyze and plot various cumbinatic_s of
data (the best ccmbinaticns hav_ yet to be determined), the forecaster should
be able to predict at least t/_ potential for triggered lightning. One thing
the previous research at KSC has shown: Li_ appears to begin _st after
maxinun _ce (averacjed over a fairly small area), to peak before aver-
age divergenoe over the same area reaches a max/mum, and to decrease as di-
 es.
3.2 _ _ A_D _ECC_MENDATICNS
From its start seven years ago c_ the shores of M_'ritt Island's Mbsquito
Lagoon, about eight miles north of KSC's Vehicle Assembly Building, NASA's
Rocket-Tri_ Lightning Program _q_LP) has developed progressively into a
formidable researd% effort. NASA's desire to /reprove KSC lightning protection
and lightning forecasting gave the _ e_[_asis. Each year adds new features
to improve scientific knowledge. The RILP added a tethered balloon in 1988.
In 1990, the French will be using two diff_ rockets to measure electric
fields up to about 7000m abov_ the ground.
Other new elements added in 1990 included raising the height of the tethered
balloon to about 1500m in order to measure the electric fields to greater
height with the field mills suspended below the t_ balloon; aircraft
flying into clouds at various altitudes to msasure the electric fields inside
and outside these clouds (the airborne field mill experiment); and attempts
at quantifying lightning-initiated kindling of forest materials. Placing
field mills at intervals betwsen the ground and the height of the balloon
provides data on change of atm_ic electric field str_ with altitude,
the better to help _haracterize the lightP/ng strike potential over land and
water. Field mills detect and help locate the lightning, as wall as allow
study _ _ electric f_eid _ prior to lightning Str_as, The
series of field mills suspended below the tethered baiiocn provide a more
camplete view of weather conditions conducive to rocket- or aircraft_crig -
The future thrust should be in osmbining and assimilating the many diverse
data sources into an integrated short-term predictive technique. One main
thrust should lie in setting up an expert system or knowledge bank, a
V
"forecaster's helper" along the lines of the artificial-intelligemce based
"doctor's associate" used by same physicians and in same hospitals. A second
main effort, writing programs to analyze the myriad data sources (KSC local
wind fields, electric fields, radar, and other data frcm the Meteorological
Interactive Data Display System [MIDDS] and the Digital Weather Image Prooes-
sing System [D-WIPS]) autcmaticaliy, should support development of an expert
system. KSC apparently recognizes the fact that too little work has been done
in integrating the excellent data sources available, because they are looking
for help in this vital area. I plan to continue helping KSC in these areas.
Eventual civilian "spin-off" applications of RELP results include aircraft
lightning avoidance, and lightning protectic_ systems to thwart electrical
power and/or teleo_cation outages.
To undertake the Rocket Triggered Lightning Program at Kennedy Space Center
gives it same unique advantages due to KSC facilities and location. The pro-
gram also offers _ary positive potential benefits. However, to achieve the
goal of the program--to impr_ the accuracy of lightning forecasting, thus
increasing the launch winck_-the RTLP needs to overcome same v_ry signif-
icant problems and shortcomings:
i. Lack of a coherent goal and the specific objectives leading there.
Although I perceive the main goal of the RrLP as more flexibility in
the launch criteria, with all subordinated projects leading to that
goal, I have not been able to ascertain that upper KSC managemex_ has a
specific goal in mind. It seems that objectives supporting the ultimate
goal--things such as understanding the _henamena or developing a fore-
casting technique to improve thunderstozm and lightning forecasting--
may be, and often hav_ been, confused with the goal itself. Without a
defined goal and a plan to achieve that goal, KSC will be doamed to
flounder about, not knawlng where it's going or how to get there.
2. Lack of top management s_sport. As I perceive the situation, top KSC
managememt does not really support the RFLP. Without that support and
ocmmitment, the program is docmed. Again, a program coordinator higher
in the bureaucracy, reporting directly to top _m_, would enhance
the BTLP.
3. Lack of adequate coordination among the diverse groups undertaking
research essentially ind_tly of each other. Each research gro_
seems to place its own project abav_ the total program. An example this
year was the Airborne Field Mill Experiment _t_ME), obviously support-
ing the RTLP. However, the AFME apparently enjoyed upper KSC management
st_q_ort and took p_ce over the RTLP in allocation of resources,
equ/pment, and personnel. To improve the Rn2, top Ksc management mine
make a cc_mitment to support the pro_ct. Further, program coordina-
tion should rest at a much higher le_1. The current coordinator is
lemur in rank than some of the supposedly subordinate research pro_ct
leaders. Moreover, same project leaders of lc_r rank _ to have
more influence on the RTLP than the coordinator does. There also
appears to be same personal an/mosities.
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4. Lack of cooperation. Along with coord/naticn, cooperation among the
groups does not exist, at least not as it should. Each group appears to
hord its data as if it were proprietary information, which it should
not be. The individual researd% projects within the RTLP to not share
data effectively, limiting the integratic_ of diverse data sources into
a unified forecasting method which should be the strength of the pro-
gram at _. The potential benefit of having the _ at KSC is its
unique data souroes; lack of cooperation rcbs the program of its main
virtue. Reorganizing program structure to place every individual
research project under the RTLP, even _hen performed by an outside
group, and _ that every group share its results with all other
_, would improv_ coqDeratica. Last year, not one of the research
invDlv_d in the RTLP sent ms the data I requested; this year has
thus far been no better.
Again let me stress that Kennedy Space Center not only offers the best loca-
tion and climate for thnnderstorm and lightning studies, it also offers
unique and extrsmely valuable resouroes, capabilities, and expertise for con-
ducting and managing such a research effort. Unfortunately, those assets have
not yet been channeled into the cohesive, fully functioning program it could
and should be. With a bit mode management guldanoe and support, a firm goal
and plan for ac_/eving that goal, plus the required top management support,
KSC could have a potent and dynamic rocket triggered lightning program. Any
number of groups and individuals (including me) would be eager to contribute
to the success of such a w_ll designed and planned research effort.
k.s
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AND A_R_IVIPA_C_S
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
_ic Scienoe Field Laboratory
Building near Mosquito Lagoon, about 15 miles north of the main KSC
building cumplex, housing equipment, researd% space, and offices for
conducting field experiments in lightning and uther aspects of
atmos_ic science.
Digital Weather _ Proo_ssing System
A suite of electrcr/cs, cc_puter, and four video monitors for acqui-
ering and displaying radar, satellite, and c0rn, mlticr_l weather data
in real time and as loops.
Electr<m_gnetic Pulse
Pulse of electrumagnetic radiation emitted by nuclear _plosions.
Eastern Space Missile Center
Federal Aviation _Mdm/stration
Integrated Storm Information System
System for storage and display of digital radar data and/or clc_d-
to-ground lightning strike location. Displays either radar or
lightning data separately on the video terminal, or both together.
Kennedy Space Center
Lightning Location and Protection, Inc
Manufactures of ISIS.
Marshall Space Flight Center
M_teorological Interactive Data Display System
World-wide weather data dissemination and display system capable of
displaying radar, satellite, and _icnal w_ather data in a
variety of modes and combinaticrm, including overlaying.
Naticr_l Aer_autics and Space Adm/m/stration
Naval Research Laboratories
Rocket Triggered Lightning Program
Program at KSC to launch small rockets into _orm clouds,
triggaring lightning at the launch site.
Rocket Triggered Launch Site
Site on Mbsqu/to Lagoon, near the ASFL, where RTLP personnel launch
small rockets into active thunderstorm clouds. Contains launch sites
over land and water.
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